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Editor's letter
Welcome to the March issue! This month is like the beginning of the year
for the side of the continent where I’m currently living. Summer is gone
and we’re welcoming the fall, the opposite to what is happening in the
old continent which I aspire to live in one day soon. In the meantime,
we’ve been working very hard as we do each month to organize and
select the perfect features for you. Thank you for your constant support
and positive words towards our work, I just hope you go on enjoying the
experience while you’re reading about your favourite artists through the
pages of this magazine. Remember this is a fast read digital publication
to celebrate art and value the talent, to know the other side of the story
including the amazing photography by the outstanding photographers
that kindly collaborate with us. One artist at the time, booklet style,
intimate insight on the talents featured.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia

Alexander Lincoln
Photography Dan Collins
Words Vanesa Miraglia

We were very lucky to sit down with the lovely actor Alexander Lincoln, best known
for his role as Jamie Tate on the ITV soap ‘Emmerdale’. His performance in the
show was praised by the audience and he quickly became one to watch. Now, the
emerging actor is taking a new role as the lead character in the upcoming film ‘In
From The Side’ that portrays the lives of a London gay rugby team, both on and off
the pitch. Alex plays Mark, a relatively new and inexperienced club member in a
dysfunctional relationship with his disinterested partner, and his adulterous romantic
involvement with the more seasoned Rugby player, Warren. Following a drunken
encounter, Mark and Warren unwittingly embark on a 6-month affair that they
struggle to keep concealed from their partners and teammates.
In a pause from the set where he’s currently filming an action/ thriller feature film,
the talented actor discusses with Viewties his work in the film and his experience
bringing his character to life.

V: You discovered your love for the arts the moment you started acting for free when you set up
a film company. I assume cinema was already
present in your life, but when you finally gave
acting a go, what was it about the job that drew
you in and made you want to pursue this as a
professional career?
ALEXANDER: I did, yeah. Growing up I’d watch loads of
films with my dad, I didn’t have a particular genre that I
was most interested in at the time, I just found the idea
of film fascinating. The worlds and characters that are
created between the actors and story was, in my mind,
the pinnacle of creativity. I think ultimately what drew
me to following it as a career though, is that I love it, I
love playing characters, I love getting into a story andat the end of the day you’ve got to do what you love
because life is short and it’s the enjoyment of it and that
makes life exceptional, right?
V: Is there an actor whose career you’d most like
to emulate or simply share a similar career trajectory with?
ALEXANDER: Tom Hardy has always been an actor who
I’ve looked up to, the characters he’s played throughout
his career are the kind that I hope to play at some point.
But in terms of trajectory, I’m a huge fan of Jack
Reynor’s craft and project choices so would love to
emulate that.
V: You’ll be seen as the lead character in the upcoming film ‘In From The Side’, what was your ...

first impression of the film when you read the
script and what was it about the role that made
you want to get involved?
ALEXANDER: It’s a beautiful script and Matt Carter, the
director and writer, has worked tirelessly over the whole
project, can’t wait for people to see it!
I think what drew me in at the time was that I’d never
read or seen an LGBTQIA+ film set in a hyper-masculine
environment like a rugby club. It was new and refreshing
as well as being an exciting character to play and I just
couldn’t pass it up.
V: What’s your favourite aspect of Mark’s journey
in the film?
ALEXANDER: My favourite aspect is of Mark first becoming embroiled in the affair, which he knows will
ultimately lead him down a path of self-destruction, but
not being able (or necessarily wanting) to stop himself
from engaging in his raw desires.
V: How did you prepare to approach the role? What
sort of research did you need to do to play this
particular character?
ALEXANDER: I used to play rugby growing up so it was a
really fun experience getting to grips with all those skills
again and the camaraderie that comes with it. So I took a
rugby ball down to the fields near where I grew up and
just mucked around getting muddy for a few hours a daywhich doesn’t sound like research at all I know, but it
helped immensely with getting into that world again.

Relatability is always
something that I look for in
a character I’m playing.

AL

V: What was challenging about playing Mark?
ALEXANDER: Relatability is always something that I
look for in a character I’m playing, the vulnerability that
lies beneath their actions, allowing the actor to play with
nuances of their journey.
Mark is unable to tear himself away from what I would
call his animalistic nature, or more to the point; lust.
And with this comes his inner turmoil, he has a moral
compass but, like us all, he’s human and humans of
course make mistakes. So I think for me the challenge
came with towing that line between Mark being at his
core a ‘good’ person and then his ‘self-preservation’
coming into play when it comes to justifying his actions
to himself.
V: What is the acting process like in this production and how did you feel minutes prior to
start shooting a scene?
ALEXANDER: My process has always been vocalising the
characters peaks and troughs, and with that usually
comes with speaking to the writer and director about ...

what they felt the character is feeling at each point in the
script and then us coming together with an overall picture of the characters journey. I was fortunate that myself and Matt (Carter) were able to speak extensively
about who Mark is; his background and his narrative
within the film for which I can’t thank him enough.
Although saying that, before the start of each scene, all
that work sort of falls away and all your left with is you
and the other actor or actors trying to feel your way
through the scene together. So before each scene there’s
this electrifying excitement to navigate through.
V: I’m also curious to know, is there anything Mark
has taught you?
ALEXANDER: I think it was more the film as a whole
rather than Mark's character itself I learnt from; the
fallout that comes from indulging in selfish behaviour and
the effect that it can have on those around you. Mark’s a
complex character, but in his most simplistic form, he
gives way to his wants and I think we can all relate
to that.
9: Tell us about what is next for you?
ALEXANDER: Before the end of last year I finished on a
new BBC comedy miniseries based on Dolly Alderton’s
novel ‘Everything I Know About Love’ which will be out
later this year-really can’t wait for everyone to see it!
And I’m currently in the midst of filming an action/
thriller feature film, which I’m also really excited for.

In From The Side will be showing on the 25th, 26th and 27th of March at the BFI Southbank.
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